
The Agile Health Check workshop unveils the real challenges and underlying impediments related to Agile 
Delivery within your organization. We focus on identifying actionable next steps to unlock true agility. 

Nagarro’s workshop on Agile Health Check helps you overcome all 
these challenges. 

Workshop 
Agile Health Check 

Do you face di�culties 
in timely product and 

feature delivery? 

Are you frustrated with the 
output of your IT teams in 
each development cycle?

Are your IT teams out 
of sync with the 

business 

Key Challenges 

Nagarro’s 4-Dimensional Enterprise Transformation Approach 

People
• Collaboration 
• Roles 
• Skills 
• Knowledge 

• Governance
• Structure
• Leadership
• Strategy

• Framework
• Metrics
• Process
• Policies

• ALM Tools
• Automation
• Code Quality 
• Pipeline

Process

Structure

Technology



About Nagarro 

In a changing and evolving world, challenges are ever more unique and complex. Nagarro helps to transform, 
adapt, and build new ways into the future through a forward-thinking, agile and caring mindset. We excel at 
digital product engineering and deliver on our promise of thinking breakthroughs. Today, we are 19,500 
experts across 35 countries, forming a Nation of Nagarrians, ready to help our customers succeed. 

Unique Four Dimensions Approach:
We assess the agile health of 
organizations comprehensively.

Solid track record:
We've supported numerous 
organizations on their agile journey.

Large Pool of Agilists:
Over 150 live projects running on agile 
methodologies.

Dedicated Center of Excellence team:
Our experts have hands-on 
experience and access to Nagarro's 
extensive agile toolkit.

Why Nagarro  

Interested?
Use this workshop to unlock the full potential of your agile 
journey.

Reach out to agilecoe@nagarro.com and let's embark on 
your path to Agile Excellence today.

Workshop Schedule 

• Deep dive into the 
challenges and impediments 

• Explore Nagarro’s 
4-dimensional 
transformational approach

• Receive a summary report 
with the challenges and 
impediments

• Gain actionable next steps, 
including quick wins to 
unlock true agility 

2-Day Workshop  Post-workshop

• Discuss the current 
situation and 
transformation goals with 
stakeholders 

• Identify the key challenges

Pre-workshop  

Workshop Outcome 

• Problem Statement listing out challenges

• Underlying impediments coming in the way of enterprise agility

• Actionable next steps, including quick wins to unlock true agility 


